Shade avoidance: phytochrome signalling and other aboveground neighbour detection cues
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Abstract

Plants compete with neighbouring vegetation for limited resources. In competition for light, plants adjust their architecture to bring the leaves higher in the vegetation where more light is available than in the lower strata. These architectural responses include accelerated elongation of the hypocotyl, internodes and petioles, upward leaf movement (hyponasty), and reduced shoot branching and are collectively referred to as the shade avoidance syndrome. This review discusses various cues that plants use to detect the presence and proximity of neighbouring competitors and respond to with the shade avoidance syndrome. These cues include light quality and quantity signals, mechanical stimulation, and plant-emitted volatile chemicals. We will outline current knowledge about each of these signals individually and discuss their possible interactions. In conclusion, we will make a case for a whole-plant, ecophysiology approach to identify the relative importance of the various neighbour detection cues and their possible interactions in determining plant performance during competition.
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Introduction

Plants are photoautotrophic organisms and therefore rely on sunlight to power the process of photosynthesis that generates carbohydrates from atmospheric carbon dioxide and water. In most agricultural and natural ecosystems, plants grow at very high densities where different individuals shade their neighbour plants, thereby impairing each other’s light interception and thus photosynthesis. Although species that grow in forest understories have evolved ways to tolerate low light intensities, most plant species cannot tolerate severe shade (Grime and Jeffrey, 1965; reviewed in, for example, Valladares and Niinemets, 2008 and Gommers et al., 2013). Many of these shade-intolerant or sun-loving plant species have evolved a suite of traits, called the shade avoidance syndrome, to escape from shade.

Shade avoidance responses include accelerated elongation of hypocotyls, internodes, and petioles, elevated leaf angles to the horizontal, reduced branching and early flowering (Fig. 1; reviewed in Franklin, 2008; Keuskamp et al., 2010b; Casal, 2012). These shade avoidance responses are often accompanied by reduced investments in other organs such as roots and leaf blades (e.g. Morelli and Ruberti, 2000; Carabelli et al., 2007), which might reflect a trade-off in carbon and energy investments. The most frequently studied shade avoidance aspects are elongation of hypocotyls, internodes, or petioles; responses that depend partly or entirely on unidirectional cell expansion (e.g. Weijschede et al., 2008; Keuskamp et al., 2011). These elongation responses have been studied intensively and appear to rely on the combined action of a number of plant hormones, including gibberellin, auxin, brassinosteroids, and ethylene (reviewed in Jaillais and Chory, 2010; Stamm and Kumar, 2010; Gommers et al., 2013). Targets for these signalling compounds to control
organ elongation include various physiological components and processes that control cell-wall extensibility including expansins, XTHs, and cell-wall acidification (Sasidharan et al., 2008, 2010).

The paradigm for aboveground plant neighbour detection is that nearby neighbours are first detected through horizontal reflection of far-red (FR) light (700–800 nm waveband of the light spectrum) by neighbouring vegetation, thus lowering the red:far-red ratio (R:FR) reaching surrounding plants. The R:FR is signalled by the phytochrome family of photoreceptors. This FR enrichment can occur prior to the onset of actual shading, as was elegantly shown in a seminal paper using *Datura ferox* stands (Balleré et al., 1990): plants that were prevented from exposure to FR reflection by neighbours showed a delayed internode elongation response. FR reflection by neighbouring plants thus serves as a signal to detect neighbours even before they become a competitive threat and nearby plants perceiving this signal use it to initiate shade avoidance responses. These early responses prepare plants for upcoming competition for light. Using mutant and transgenic genotypes with disabled R:FR signalling, including genotypes that are mutant or transgenic for specific phytochrome genes, it has been shown that these shade avoidance responses improve individual plant performance and fitness (Schmitt et al., 1995, 1997).

In the past 15 years numerous additional neighbour detection mechanisms have been identified, including other light signals, volatile chemicals, and mechanical cues. In addition to these aboveground signals, a variety of plant neighbour detection mechanisms exist below ground, such as allelochemicals, volatiles, and soil nutrient status as affected by uptake patterns of competing neighbours (reviewed in de Kroon et al., 2012; Pierik et al., 2013). This review focuses on aboveground plant–plant interactions and discusses the various modes of plant neighbour detection.

**Phytochrome signalling of R:FR**

A developing canopy produces several qualitative changes in the light composition, which form reliable plant-specific cues to detect neighbours. As already mentioned, FR light reflected by proximate neighbours lowers the R:FR and thereby reveals imminent vegetative shade. As the vegetation becomes more dense, the R:FR decreases further through depletion of R from the light spectrum in the process of photosynthesis.

The R:FR is perceived through the phytochrome photoreceptors that interconvert between the active (Pfr) and inactive (Pr) conformer upon absorption of R and FR, respectively. The photoequilibrium between Pfr and Pr thus reflects the R:FR, making the phytochromes receptors of qualitative light changes (Holmes and Smith, 1975; Smith and Holmes, 1977). The model plant *Arabidopsis thaliana* has five phytochromes (phyA–E; Clack et al., 1994). Of these, phyB is the predominant regulator of the shade avoidance response, with additional roles for phyD and phyE (Franklin et al., 2003). PhyB is synthesized in the cytosol in the inactive form and transported into the nucleus upon activation (Yamaguchi et al., 1999). There it mediates the phosphorylation and degradation of a group of growth-promoting basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH) transcription factors known as phytochrome interacting factors (PIFs; Lorrain et al., 2008; Li et al., 2012). Particularly PIF4, PIF5, and PIF7 are important positive regulators of shade avoidance responses, with some redundance of PIF3 together with PIF1 (Lorrain et al., 2008; Hornitschek et al., 2012; Leivar et al., 2012; Li et al., 2012). The inactivation of phyB in low R:FR relieves its suppression of the PIFs, leading to accumulation of PIF protein and subsequent transcription of genes whose products are involved in growth. In addition to PIFs also other transcriptional regulators are induced, such as the homeodomain-leucine zipper protein-encoding genes *ATHB2* and *ATHB4* and other positive regulators such as *BR-ENHANCED EXPRESSION* (*BEE*) and *BESI-INTERACTING MYC-LIKE* (*BIM*; Steindler et al., 1999; Sorin et al., 2009; Cifuentes-Esquível et al., 2013). Low R:FR perception also leads to induction of a number of negative regulators of the shade avoidance response, among which bHLH proteins such as *HFR1*, *PARI*, and *PAR2* (Sessa et al., 2005; Roig-Villanova et al., 2007). A decrease in R:FR thus induces an intricate network of both positive and negative transcriptional regulators. Negative regulators may be employed to moderate the final response that is expressed upon signal perception. This could provide a mechanism to fine-tune shade-induced growth responses in relation to the intensity of the signal, reflecting the severity of impending shade. In accordance with this, *Arabidopsis* plants showed an increasing upward leaf movement with decreasing R:FR ratios that reflect increasing threats of shade (de Wit et al., 2012). Likewise, stem elongation rates in *Chenopodium album*, as well as a number of other species, were shown to increase with decreasing R:FR (Morgan and Smith, 1978, 1979).

**Other light signals**

As the canopy closes, availability of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) decreases at the lower regions. Locally reduced

---

**Fig. 1.** *Arabidopsis thaliana* in control light (left, white light HPI lamps, 150 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ PAR) or simulated canopy shade (right, HPI filtered through Lee Fern Green filter, 50 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ PAR). In canopy shade (low PAR, low B, and low R:FR), *A. thaliana* shows classic shade avoidance features including elevated leaf angles (hyponasty) and elongated petioles. Plants were grown for 30 d at 20 °C and 70% relative humidity under 9/15 h light/dark cycle under control light conditions until the last week where the plants on the right was moved to canopy shade light (this figure is available in colour at *JXB* online).
PAR increased internode length in *Sinapis alba* and *D. ferox* and in tobacco, low PAR induced hyponasty and stem elongation (Ballaré et al., 1991; Pierik et al., 2004b). *Arabidopsis* seedlings grown in low PAR have elongated hypocotyls in comparison with seedlings grown in high light and adult *Arabidopsis* plants show hyponastic leaf growth in response to low light (Mullen et al., 2006; Millenaar et al., 2009; Hornitschek et al., 2012; Table 1). It is not known how exactly reduced PAR is perceived. Photosynthesis is reduced by low PAR and this may generate signals within the plant. A role for photosynthesis-derived signals in the low PAR response in *Arabidopsis* was indicated by a constitutively hyponastic phenotype in plants under control light conditions in which the photosynthetic electron chain was disrupted with 3-(3,4-dichlorphenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (Millenaar et al., 2009). Furthermore, low PAR may be perceived by specific photoreceptors through a reduction in the light intensity that they detect. The low PAR-induced hyponastic response in *Arabidopsis* was shown to be dependent on phyA and phyB and on the blue light receptors CRY1 and CRY2, as will be discussed further.

Besides a decreased R:FR and a drastically reduced PAR, the light spectrum under a dense canopy shows a relative enrichment of green (G; 500–580 nm) light and a depletion of blue (B; 400–500 nm) light. Green light reflected by or transmitted through surrounding plants may be another cue to detect neighbours, as addition of green light induces hypocotyl elongation in *Arabidopsis* seedlings and hyponasty and petiole elongation in adult *Arabidopsis* plants (Folta, 2004; Zhang et al., 2011). Green light may be perceived through the cryptochromes (Banerjee et al., 2007; Bouly et al., 2007) or through another, unknown, mechanism (Zhang et al., 2011). Finally, similar to most other wavebands, UV-B light (280–315 nm) is also absorbed by plant tissues and, therefore, gets depleted at high plant densities. UV-B is sensed through the UVR8 photoreceptor (Rizzini et al., 2011), which regulates downstream growth-regulating targets, including ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL 5 (HY5) through interaction with the E3 ubiquitin ligase CONSTITUTIVE PHOTOMORPHOGENIC 1 (COP1; Favory et al., 2009). As a consequence, UV-B perception can suppress elongation growth of *Arabidopsis* seedlings. Tentatively, UV-B depletion through absorption by neighbouring plants could thus derepress elongation growth and promote shade avoidance. Future studies on shade avoidance modulation by UV-B are needed to clarify if this indeed occurs.

Similarly to R, B light is absorbed by chlorophyll and used for photosynthesis and a relative depletion of B in the light spectrum has been suggested to constitute a neighbour- and shade-detection cue. Indeed when blue wavelengths are filtered from the light to create a low B environment, *Arabidopsis* seedlings show enhanced hypocotyl elongation that is even stronger than under low R:FR treatment (Djakovic-Petrovic et al., 2007; Keuskamp et al., 2011) in *D. ferox* and tobacco plants, as well as in the herbaceous perennial *Stellaria longipes*, low B induces enhanced elongation (Ballaré et al., 1991; Pierik et al., 2004b; Sasidharan et al., 2008). In adult *Arabidopsis* plants, long-term low B treatment can induce hyponasty and elongation (Keller et al., 2011).

B is perceived by several classes of photoreceptors, which all seem to have distinct roles. The phototropins are involved in chloroplast movement to optimize light harvesting against light-intensity optimization of photosynthesis upon changing light intensities, but they are best known for their role in the regulation of directional growth towards a unilateral

**Table 1. Neighbour detection signals and the shade avoidance traits that they elicit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>Seedlings</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Adult plants</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low R:FR</td>
<td>Elongated hypocotyls</td>
<td>e.g. Casal (2012)</td>
<td>Elongated petioles and internodes</td>
<td>e.g. Franklin (2008); Keuskamp et al. (2010a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elongated cotyledon petiole</td>
<td>Sessa et al. (2005); Roig-Villanova et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Reduced lamina:petiole length</td>
<td>Moreno et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced cotyledon size</td>
<td>Li et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Reduced primordium outgrowth</td>
<td>Carabelli et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low B</td>
<td>Elongated hypocotyls</td>
<td>Keuskamp et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Hyponastic leaves</td>
<td>e.g. Franklin (2008); Keuskamp et al. (2010a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Long-term treatment (several days):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elongated petioles and internodes</td>
<td>Ballaré et al. (1991); Sasidharan et al. (2008); Keller et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced lamina:petiole length</td>
<td>Keller et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hyponastic leaves</td>
<td>Ballaré et al. (1991); Pierik et al. (2004b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elongated internodes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low PAR</td>
<td>Elongated hypocotyls</td>
<td>Mullen et al. (2006);</td>
<td>Hyponastic leaves</td>
<td>Millenaar et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hornitschek et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Hyponastic leaves</td>
<td>Millenaar et al. (2005); Polko et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene</td>
<td>Elongated hypocotyls</td>
<td>Smallie et al. (1997); Pierik et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Hyponastic leaves</td>
<td>de Wit et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touching leaf tips</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A selection of relevant references is shown. B, blue; FR, far-red; NA, not available; PAR, photosynthetically active radiation; R, red.
light source known as phototropism (reviewed in Christie, 2007). During aboveground competition, phototropins may thus be important for optimization of light capture in a light-limited environment through growth towards canopy gaps. In Cucumis sativus, bending away from neighbours was indeed shown to be dependent on a unilateral B gradient, as well as on phytochrome perception of a R:FR gradient (Ballaré et al., 1992). Another class of B photoreceptors are the three members of the zeitlupe family ZTL, FKF1, and LKP2 (reviewed in Demarsy and Fankhauser, 2009). Whether these are involved in neighbour detection is not known, but ZTL may be involved in photomorphogenesis (Kiba et al., 2007).

The cryptochromes (cry) may be the main photoreceptors in B-dependent neighbour detection, as low B-induced shade avoidance responses depend on CRY1 and CRY2 in Arabidopsis (Ahmad et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1998; Pierik et al., 2009; Keller et al., 2011). CRY1 is light-stable, whereas CRY2 is light labile and acts in low light. The cryptochromes act in the nucleus, where they regulate gene expression upon light activation (reviewed in Chaves et al., 2011). B-induced conformational changes lead to interaction of CRY1 with SUPPRESSOR OF PHYTOCHROME A 1 (SPA1). SPA proteins bind COP1, thereby contributing to its function as E3 ubiquitin ligase involved in protein degradation (reviewed in Lau and Deng, 2012). SPA1 binding to CRY1 inhibits SPA1 binding to COP1, resulting in the accumulation of COP1 targets, such as the growth-promoting bZIP transcription factor HY5 (Lian et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011). A similar protein interaction with SPA1 has been shown for activated CRY2 in the long-day-induced transition to flowering, which leads to stabilization of the flowering regulator CONSTANS (Zuo et al., 2011). The light-dependent CRY–SPA protein interaction may affect other COP1-targeted transcription factors such as HFR1 (Fankhauser and Ulm, 2011) and may thus activate a transcriptional network leading to a shade avoidance phenotype. Finally, low B-induced petiole elongation in Arabidopsis has been shown to rely on functional PIF4 and PIF5 (Keller et al., 2011), regulators that have also been associated with phytochrome signalling towards shade avoidance. Consistent with a role for cry in sensing light intensity through B light-fluence rates, hypocotyl elongation responses to low PAR also rely on PIF4 and PIF5 as the pif4pif5 double mutant has a severely attenuated low-light-induced hypocotyl elongation response compared to wild-type Col-0 (Hornitschek et al., 2012). It remains unknown if and how cry regulates PIFs.

Co-action between light signalling pathways

With an increasing density of the vegetation, the changes in intensity and spectral composition of the light also become more dramatic. A combination of different light signals may therefore provide more specific information about shading intensity than a single signal. There are several indications that co-action of the different light signalling pathways takes place.

The B and G light signals within a dense stand together could provide specific information about shading by neighbours, as the blue/green ratio (B:G) decreases with increasing density in a fashion that does not correlate with B irradiance (Sellaro et al., 2010). Absorption of G by the cryptochromes leads to a conformational change that renders them inactive and can thereby counteract blue light effects (Banerjee et al., 2007; Bouly et al., 2007). The inactivation of CRY1 as a result of decreasing B within a canopy could in this way be accelerated by increased G reflection and add to the shade avoidance response.

There might also be interaction between the red and blue light response. The phytochromes also absorb B light in addition to absorbing R and FR (Smith, 2000), although it is not known how this may influence shade avoidance responses. cry2 mutant seedlings showed enhanced hypocotyl elongation in response to low R:FR (Mas et al., 2000), which suggests that there could indeed be an additive effect of low B and low R:FR signals in severe shading. There are indications that light-activated phyB and cry2 can physically interact (Mas et al., 2000), but whether this plays a role in the shade avoidance response in addition to photoreceptor inactivation in shade is not known. One way in which the B and R light signalling pathways may converge is through modulation of COP1 activity. CRY1 interacts with SPA1, which has been shown to inhibit SPA binding to COP1 in the case of CRY1 (Lian et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011). Reduced activation of CRY1 in canopy shade may thus enhance interaction of SPA1 with COP1 and thus COP1 activity. This could lead to increased degradation of COP1 targets such as HY5 and HFR1, which are induced by low R:FR and inhibit hypocotyl elongation (Holm et al., 2002; Sessa et al., 2005). Indeed, COP1 and the SPAs are required for elongation responses to low R:FR (Rolauffs et al., 2012). Recently, phyB was also shown to interact with SPA1 (Zheng et al., 2013), which may further add to increased COP1 activity in shade. These findings are consistent with observations from de-etiolation studies in which dark-grown seedlings are exposed to light, leading to inhibition of hypocotyl elongation. Blue light perception in addition to red light had a synergistic effect on hypocotyl growth inhibition through CRY-enhanced expression of phyB-induced genes, among which HY5, SPA1, and SPA4 (Sellaro et al., 2009).

Another way in which the B and R signalling pathways may interact is at the level of the PIFs, as PIF4 and PIF5 are important for expression of the shade avoidance phenotype both in response to low R:FR and low B (Lorrain et al., 2008; Keller et al., 2011). Considering this, low B might act especially in combination with low R:FR, as the PIFs are stabilized in this condition. Whether PIF abundance is also regulated in response to low B currently remains to be investigated.

Altogether, light signals and possibly their interactions are very important cues for neighbour detection in a developing canopy.

Mechanical stimulation (touch)

In order for plants to detect nearby neighbours early through horizontal FR reflection, the surrounding vegetation needs to achieve a vertical stand. Although this occurs in the majority...
of vegetations, there are also various plant species that grow mostly horizontally, such as rosette species and various clonal plants. In such predominantly horizontal, flat, stands, the opportunity for horizontal light reflection is minimal and, therefore, the opportunities for FR enrichment of the light inside such a stand is very low. In such cases, it seems unlikely that the R:FR ratio could decrease prior to actual shading between neighbouring plants.

A recent study on early plant–plant signalling in A. thaliana stands found that indeed FR-enrichment is not the first means for these plants to detect their neighbours (de Wit et al., 2012). Growing Arabidopsis stands have no vertical structure until they move their leaves upward in response to proximate neighbours. The initiation of this leaf movement response, called hyponastic leaf growth, appeared to occur upon touching the leaf tips of neighbouring plants and did not involve a change in light quality or quantity. Once this response was initiated and the plants continued to grow, the stand developed into a vertical structure due to the touch-induced vertical leaf orientation. Only when this vertical orientation was established did the R:FR decrease. Although these experiments were performed under growth chamber light conditions, mathematical modelling exercises combined with physiological experiments indicate that these findings from controlled growth room experiments are also relevant under natural sunlight conditions (de Wit et al., 2012). So far, the molecular and physiological mechanisms underpinning this particular touch response remain to be elucidated, but some of the regulators of established responses to mechanostimulation, including TCH genes (Braam and Davis, 1990) and jasmonate signalling (Chehab et al., 2012), do not seem to be involved (de Wit et al., 2012). Nevertheless, putative involvement of several other components associated with mechanical-force-induced morphological responses, including mechanosensitive ion channels (e.g. Kung, 2005; Haswell et al., 2008) and mechanical-force-induced changes of microtubule orientation (e.g. Hamant et al., 2008; Hamant and Traas, 2010) remain to be investigated. Indeed hyponastic leaf movement can involve a very local reorientation of cortical microtubules at the basal abaxial side of the petiole where cell elongation drives hyponasty (Polko et al., 2012).

Thus, mechanical stimulation, at least in some competitive settings, is an early neighbour detection mechanism. However, also in later stages of canopy development and in stands with stem-forming plants, mechanostimulation contributes to plant performance. It could be argued that under outdoor conditions, the reduced wind exposure of plants inside a canopy will, in comparison to often wind-exposed plants grown in isolation, promote an elongated phenotype which is reminiscent of a shade avoidance phenotype (e.g. Braam, 2005). As a consequence, it could be argued that the wind shielding caused by high plant density can serve as an additional factor that promotes a shade-avoidance-like phenotype. It was shown in a study on Chenopodium album that stem elongation in dense stands was controlled not only by light quality and quantity but also by mechanical stimuli (Nagashima and Hikosaka, 2012). Stands of plants tend to converge at a particular plant height (e.g. Vermeulen et al., 2008) and this might, in addition to light cues, also be caused by wind exposure. The latter is much higher above than within a canopy (Nagashima and Hikosaka, 2012) and can inhibit stem elongation (e.g. Henry and Thomas, 2002; Anten et al., 2005), thereby preventing a continuation of growth above the top of the canopy.

Summarizing, mechanostimulation can contribute to shade avoidance through (i) early touching of leaf tips and perhaps other organs and (ii) shielding from wind stress by vertically growing neighbour plants.

**Volatile organic compounds**

Phytochrome inactivation during low R:FR exposure typically enhances the emission of the volatile plant hormone ethylene (e.g. Finlayson et al., 1999; Foo et al., 2006; Kurepin et al., 2007; Kegge and Pierik, 2010). Based on greenhouse studies using densely cultivated tobacco stands, it has been argued that ethylene might serve as a volatile chemical cue between plants since inside a canopy it was found to accumulate up to 3-fold ambient levels (Pierik et al., 2004b). Although these enhanced emissions are associated with enhanced stem or petiole elongation rates, ethylene is not always a requirement for low R:FR-induced shoot elongation (e.g. Pierik et al., 2004a). Ethylene application can, however, induce responses that are reminiscent of shade avoidance, such as enhanced hypocotyl and internode elongation (Smalle et al., 1997; Pierik et al., 2004b) and hyponasty (Millenaar et al., 2005; Polko et al., 2012).

Although ethylene is produced and emitted by nearly all plants researched so far, many other volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are produced in more species-specific manners. It is tempting to speculate that species-specific emissions of specific combinations of VOCs might hold information not only about the presence but also the identity of a competing neighbour. Indeed, there are some hints that this is possible. In a study on two barley cultivars that used to be intercropped, it was found that exposure of one cultivar to VOC blends from the other altered the plant’s allocation of resources between shoots and roots (Ninkovic, 2003). Exposure of one cultivar to VOCs derived from another individual of the same cultivar on the other hand did not affect carbon allocation. Allocation between root and shoot tissues is also typically affected during shade avoidance in response to light signals (e.g. Morelli and Ruberti, 2000; Salisbury et al., 2007). Although the identity of responsible compound(s) has not been established yet, these data indicate that plant–plant signalling can indeed occur through VOCs. Another striking example is on the parasitic plant Cuscuta pentagona. It was shown that seedlings of this parasite locate their host (tomato) based on VOCs and discriminate between VOC blends from host (tomato) and non-host (wheat) plants (Runyon et al., 2006). It is suggested that Cuscuta pentagona parasitic plants are attracted to the monoterpene β-phellandrene, β-myrcene, and α-pinene.

These examples on barley and Cuscuta show that there is potential for species-specific detection of nearby neighbour...
plants. A question that is not answered, however, is how widespread such interactions are and if these elicit responses that will modulate the competitive interactions between plant individuals. Furthermore, many factors other than nearby plant individuals will also impact on VOC production and emission. It is, for example, well established that attack by herbivores strongly boosts the emission of a variety of VOCs. These emissions are thought to attract predators of the herbivores (reviewed in Dicke, 2009; Dicke and Baldwin, 2010) and signal to distant branches of the same plant individual (Frost et al., 2007; Heil and Silva Bueno, 2007) but they can also be sensed by neighbouring plants (e.g. Karban et al., 2003; reviewed in Baldwin et al., 2006; Dicke and Baldwin, 2010). It remains to be studied whether, and if so how, such inducible VOC signals interact with putative plant neighbour detection through constitutively emitted VOCs.

Multiple signals: timing and signal integration

An interesting question that has not been answered yet is why plants would rely on so many different cues to detect neighbours. As argued previously, a drop in R:FR at relatively high light intensity can be caused by FR reflection from surrounding vegetation and is therefore considered a reliable signal to sense neighbour proximity, although the R:FR is also somewhat reduced at twilight (Smith, 1982). When the canopy closes and competition sets in, additional cues, such as reduced PAR and B (Fig. 2), are generated and can inform plants about the progressing intensity of competitive threats and induce (subsets of) the shade avoidance syndrome (Table 1). Thus evaluation of different light signals together likely presents a more subtle and intricate picture of the competitive arena, allowing plants to induce different (magnitudes of) responses depending on the severity of competitive threat.

As for non-light cues, touch likely presents a way to detect neighbours early (Fig. 2) in stands where a vertical structure is lacking and horizontal FR reflection towards neighbours consequently is absent. Physical interaction between plants in a vertical stand may increase when neighbours close in and may thus constitute a literal measure of competition pressure in high density. It remains to be studied if touch-induced leaf movements interact with light signals such as low R:FR and low B light that induce similar phenotypic responses. Likewise, volatiles may present a way for plants to detect neighbours at quite an early phase of canopy development (Fig. 2). However, when canopy light signals become abundant, these appear to down regulate the emission of several terpenoid and GLV compounds in Arabidopsis (Kegge et al., 2013). This suggests that light signals could be dominant over VOCs, potentially limiting VOC-based neighbour signalling to relatively early phases of canopy development or to relatively low plant densities where the impact on light spectral composition is minimal.

Besides having an additive effect through co-occurrence, multiple simultaneous warning signals may provide more detailed information through their spatial distribution. The different neighbour detection signals associated with aboveground neighbour detection need not all be perceived by the same plant organs. In a regular dense stand, FR light that

**Fig. 2.** Development of Arabidopsis thaliana plants at high density (2000 plants m⁻²). Pictures depict different developmental stages given in days after sowing (excluding 3 d stratification that preceded it); the lines underneath identify during which developmental phases specific neighbour detection cues occur (dark is strong signal intensity; light is weak signal intensity). VOC emissions decrease as a result of low R:FR- and low light-mediated suppression of VOC emissions (Kegge et al., 2013). The co-occurrence and interaction of multiple detection cues may form an additional layer of information on competition intensity. Although in the example of the rosette plant A. thaliana, low R:FR does not occur at the earliest stage of development; in stem-forming species, it will already be present at this stage (Balleré et al., 1990). Pictures: plants were germinated and grown for 10 d in sowing substrate. Subsequently, seedlings were transferred to high-density competition grids at 2000 plants m⁻². All growth occurred at 20 °C and 70% relative humidity under 9/15 h light/dark cycle with 180 µmol m⁻² s⁻¹ PAR. FR, far-red; PAR, photosynthetically active radiation; R, red; VOC, volatile organic compound (this figure is available in colour at JXB online).
is horizontally reflected by neighbours will reach neighbour plants’ erect internodes. Indeed, perception of this reflected FR light by internodes is sufficient to induce shade avoidance responses and locally induces a cellular growth response (Ballaré et al., 1987, 1990; Casal and Smith, 1988). Studies on Arabidopsis, however, suggest that low R:FR needs to be perceived in the cotyledons/lamina and subsequently induces auxin biosynthesis and transport towards the hypocotyl/petiole epidermis where it induces elongation (Morelli and Ruberti, 2000; Tanaka et al., 2002; Tao et al., 2008; Keuskamp et al., 2010a; Kozuka et al., 2010), thus uncoupling the sites of perception and of growth response. Perception of true shade and B depletion occurring in well-closed canopies can occur at all organs since the entire plant can be shaded and signalling interactions can therefore occur in the shared sites of signal perception and/or response. Touch-induced upward leaf movement as observed in rosette canopies occurs upon touching of the very tips of the leaves. It therefore seems plausible to assume that the leaf tips would be the site of signal occurrence and perception. However, it is also possible that touching the leaves of neighbours changes some of the mechanical forces inside the entire leaf, leading to signalling in compartments other than the leaf tip (e.g. the petiole). Since the molecular mechanisms of this response are unknown, it is difficult to speculate whether these responses would or would not likely interact with other neighbour cues, such as light quality. Taken together, the dispersal of occurrence and possible interaction of multiple signals over time and space could provide plants at high density with a mechanism that allows them to attune their response to severity of competition.

Future directions

In order to understand the relative contributions of the different neighbour detection cues for plant performance in dense stands, future studies need to be directed towards representative signalling scenarios and plant developmental stages. Young, agar-plate-grown seedlings have been proven to be an extremely suitable study system from a mechanistic viewpoint, but this system has its obvious limitations when trying to understand the progressive complexity of neighbour detection signals in true competition under natural or agricultural conditions. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of the competitive arena is generally not taken into account in high-density-mimicking experiments, while this may be important for the final plant response to its competitive environment. For instance, some leaves may receive direct sunlight, whereas others are shaded and again others receive direct sunlight but also FR-enriched light reflected from nearby plants. Moreover, this condition is not constant, as a shaded leaf may reach full sunlight after enhanced elongation growth or a leaf may receive temporary sunlight through a canopy gap due to solar elevation changes during the day. Some of these leaves may physically touch neighbours, whereas others may not. Furthermore, species-specific VOC blends may determine at an early competitive stage whether a plant will respond to proximate neighbours (Ninkovic 2003; Kegge et al., 2013). In short, there is a tremendous heterogeneity between and even within organs that may elicit local responses, but it also needs to be integrated at the whole-plant level. Understanding these subtle, local, and systemic interactions calls for combined plant physiology and molecular biology experiments. An integrative approach of ecophysiology and mathematical modelling will subsequently enable these insights to be translated to canopy performance and will increase the understanding of the relative contributions of different signals, signal interactions, and within-plant signalling between organs in heterogeneous conditions.
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